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OVERVIEW

EMG Digital & Data is located across the Hudson just minutes 
away from the world-renowned publishing houses and 
advertising agencies of the “Big Apple”—New York City. We 
are a division of Enrollmynt Media Group, LLC, a newsletter 
publisher and database marketing company.  

What sets us apart is our philosophy that our job is to drive 
revenues for our clients not to just provide an audience, a 
message, or a means to deliver it.  We consider ROI to be the 
ultimate goal of every campaign we produce or take part in.

Our motivated newsletter subscribers are highly responsive to 
the carefully matched client offers we present to them from 
affiliate offers and data customers.  Our subscriber email lists 
are 100% permission-based and we offer matching postal 
addresses and confirmed, high-connect phone numbers.  Our 
state-of-the-art email deployment platform offers dependable 
inboxing and deep tracking analytics.  We offer turn-key email 
campaigns, traditional list rentals and fundraising revenue-
shares.

We area proud member of Direct Marketing Club of New 
York, an affiliate of the Digital & Marketing Association (The 
DMA), the leading authority in data-driven marketing.  This not 
only helps us keep abreast of the latest trends in the industry, 
but it also keeps us up to date in important areas such as “Best 
practices” and regulatory changes affecting the industry. 

SERVICES

Database Marketing & 
Rentals (email, postal, phones)

Sponsorships

Affiliate Marketing

Promotional Advertising

Branding & Design
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SAMPLE CLIENTS

ŸAgora Financial

ŸSeven Figure Publishing

ŸHealth Sense Media

ŸBanyan MD



EMAIL REACH

U 250M Largest List Size

4% Average Clickthrough Rate

15% Average Open Rate

SEGMENTS WE TARGET

We focus on a variety of segments to make 
sure that we can appeal to a wide variety 
of audiences.

Some of these segments include:

8 Lists & Growing!

Guns & Ammo

Health & Wellness

Political Crypto Currency

Survivalists

Survivalists Retiree Investors

Bitcoin Buyers Gunowners



CRYPTO TRADER WEEKLY

List Size - 45M

This is the best source for the latest crypto news.  Featured offers are delivered direct to 
subscriber's inboxes. We typically see high conversion rates with this list as the readers are 
very active in the crypto community and are early adopters.

CRYPTO CURRENCY NEWSNOW

List Size - 45M

Even though it's our smallest list, it still packs a lot of value. We see that all kinds of offers do 
well here and convert. This list is growing weekly and we expect it to soon be over 50M.  
This performs similarly to Crypto Trader Weekly.

OUR CURRENT LISTS
PATRIOTS  REVOLUTION

List Size - 153M

Patriots Revolution is a right-wing newsletter focused on bringing prominent and breaking political 
news to our subscribers inbox every day. We have found that retirement, political, and financial offers 
do well here, but typically penny stocks and marijuana do not.

PATRIOT ALL AMERICAN

List Size - 98M

This is our overflow list from Patriots Revolution, but definitely holds its own boasting open rates as 
high as 18%.Typically when you book Patriots Revolution we will also include a blast within this list as 
well. This list features the same demographic info as Patriots Revolution.

US PATRIOT PRESS

List Size - 185M

US Patriot Press caters to the moderate-to-conservative crowd and features a demographic of 45-60 
years old. While retirement offers do well here, we also see trendy offers flourish. Gold, health, and 
financial offers typically do well here.

PATRIOTS MAKE HISTORY

List Size - 73M

Trump-positive, right wing conservative email list that does extremely well with offers that focus on 
financial gains, retirement, gold, and “income bible” type promotions.
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